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From: 	 ATF 
To: 	 Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) (SMO) 
CC: 	 Me!son, Kenneth E.; Hoover, William J.; Weich, Ron (SMO); Burton, Faith (SMO); Colborn, Paul P 

(SMO) 
Sent: 	 6/7/2011 10:46:56 AM 
Subject: 	 RE: Please review by noon tomorrow 

Matt: 

DP 
We have several additional redactions at a minimum. 

CategorKA = OK as redacted 
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Billy is on the Hill, I am in meetings at DOJ. We'll be available to discuss later today if needed. 
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ce of the rector i_. 
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C:; 	ATF 	L._i  _!i  .  
HQ Room 5 S 100 

* * * * * ** 
NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attached files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above in connection with official business. This 
communication may contain Sensitive But Unclassified information that may be statutorily or otherwise prohibited from being released without appropriate approval. Any 
review, use, or dissemination of this e-mail message and any attached file(s) in any form outside of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives or the 
Department of Justice without express authorization is strictly prohibited. 

From: Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) [mailto:Matthew.Axelrod©usdoj.gov ] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 . 6:52 PM 
To: i 	ATF 	i i 
Cc: Melson, Kenneth E.; Hoover, William 3.; Weich, Ron (SMO); Burton, Faith (SMO); Colborn, Paul P (SMO) 

DOJ-FF-36922 



Subject: Please review by noon tomorrow 

As I've mentioned, the Department is attempting to resolve its dispute with Senator Grassley today over his ability to 
conduct oversight of Fast and Furious. The attachments consist of docs that we may need to give as part of that 
resolution. Proposed redactions are visible in red. Please let me know immediately if the provision of any of these 
docs would compromise the ability to prosecute the indicted case or to continue the ongoing investigation. Also, 
please let me know if there are any additional redactions that are essential. Thanks. 

Matt 

<< File: Category A -- with suggested redactions.pdf >> << File: Category B -- with suggested redactions.pdf >> << 
File: Category C -- with suggested redactions.pdf >> << File: Category D -- with suggested redactions mg 
comments.pdf >> 
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